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Kaplan GMAT Flashcards + APP
Use our print flashcards—and our iOS and Android flashcard apps—to get the results you want and score higher on Test
Day. 260 math cards to help you ace the Quantitative section 190 verbal cards to help you with grammar, style, and
critical thinking 50 cards to help you with Analytical Writing, Integrated Reasoning, and GMAT test-taking strategy
Detailed definitions and explanations on every card Kaplan's GMAT Flashcards + App helps students improve their
GMAT score--guaranteed. Kaplan's Higher Score guarantee provides a commitment that no other test preparation
resources on the market can match. GMAT Flashcards + App is a must-have preparation tool for every student looking to
score higher.
Kaplan's GMAT Complete 2021 is your comprehensive guide to acing the GMAT—get an advantage on test day with our
three best-selling prep books, one-year access to online practice, and our expert test-taking strategies. We’re so
confident that GMAT Complete 2021 will raise your score that we guarantee it: After studying with the online resources
and books, you'll score higher on the GMAT—or you'll get your money back. The Most Practice Kaplan's best-selling
GMAT Prep Plus 2021, GMAT Math Workbook, and GMAT Verbal Workbook together provide ample practice and
content review. 2,000+ practice questions with detailed explanations cover the Verbal, Quantitative, Analytical Writing,
and Integrated Reasoning sections. Six full-length online practice tests in the same format as the GMAT help you
practice with the same computer interface and adaptivity you'll see on test day. Our 500+ question online Quiz Bank lets
you customize your practice and select problems by topic. Efficient Strategies and Expert Guidance GMAT Complete
2021 comes with one-on-one academic support from Kaplan faculty via our Facebook page:
facebook.com/KaplanGMAT. Watch video workshops with tips and strategies from expert GMAT faculty. We know the
test: The Kaplan team has spent years studying every GMAT-related document available. Kaplan's books and practice
questions are written by veteran GMAT teachers who know students—every explanation is written to help you learn. We
invented test prep—Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for 80 years, and our proven strategies have
helped legions of students achieve their dreams.
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